Aerial Attack Chief Threat Of Arkansas Razorbacks Saturday

Rabbing Sophomores Faster, Is Man Owls Will Watch Tomorrow; Heman and Laney Lead Lumber Pearl Lins; McCuller, Miller Ready.

Costley Told How To Edit Rice Journal

 middiums most recently adapted to it, the newsreels and such comic strips attacked by a group of athletes.

• Mrs. A. D. McKillop will give the theme of the newsreels and such comic strips attacked by a group of athletes.

of the newsreels and such comic strips attacked by a group of athletes.

of the newsreels and such comic strips attacked by a group of athletes.

...
The Rice Thresher

The Olympic Games Question

The Olympic games of 1936 are scheduled to be held in Berlin, Germany. Right now, America is preparing a team of athletes that will be taking part in the American Amateur Athletic Association and the American Olympic Committee. This is because in a definite doubt of the validity of which Jones will be assisted by the coach.

The question of whether the American athletes will go or not at the American Athletic Association is gaining much attention. The question in America is whether American athletes, who have a score of upstairs for unparalleled, should give silent consent to the mixture of politics with sport, or whether they should withdraw from the competition in the name of their government.

It is not our place here to discuss Millheim, for it would be considered not only the British but the American athletes too. We can only discuss the question of whether they are to be diplomatically ignored or upheld by American interest until full assertion of their own and events shall have nothing to do with the membership of Olympic games, or that the 1936 Olympic games are to take place.

The question is truly a diplomatic one, or we can say that it is the American diplomatic side. If the American athletes are to adhere to their beliefs in international sportsmanship, we don’t see any other means but to withdraw.

Here is where the diplomatic side enters. Suppose such a stand would have a definite bearing both on international and domestic politics. Moreover, it is not easy to foresee completely what such an American stand would mean in the present dispute international situation in which it is likely to be more stable in 1936. As for domestic effects, the immediate result will be the emotional changes in the American public.

The editorship is as responsible for the practicality and equity of his views. The editor, unless he is a child prodigy, must interpret the mistakes of his predecessors if he is properly to fulfill his responsibility.—The Daily Illini.
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"HOME OF GOOD FOODS"

Second National Barber School

School days? Wouldn’t it count for saving and meeting you after the vectors. We serve the average in the conference. The commendable feat that they have accomplished was in holding L., 70 in 1933, Rice was the champion. It was T. C. U. in 1932... that a fourteen game average for the year and a .333... that Minnesota has won 21 straight... that a fourteen game average for the year and a .333... that a fourteen game average for the year and a .333...

AERIAL ATTACK

(Continued from Page 1)

The Razorbacks, conceded by early tastes, have a 162 pound halfback, has been stepping up his game with each contest. He only into his brilliant playing. He only into his brilliant playing...

SPILLERS

Big Ike Poole, 187 pound end is a dangerous threat on the receiving end. He only into his brilliant playing. He only into his brilliant playing...

The Engineers Ball is Saturday Night — look your best!
Second National Barber and Beauty Shop

“SIDE GLANCES”

1. Which is Davis? 2. Hella! 3. School days? 4. It must be the weather—

A FORMAL EXCITEMENT

$17.95

For the Engineer’s Ball Saturday night! The amazing formal frock of soft net trimmed with silk braid and fastened with gold piping at the neck—formal frock of net nas shir... a Third Floor Delivery—Main 4705-11

BEAT ARKANSAS!

SMART CLOTHES

Benjamin’s

STETSON
DAYS

Your Corsage for the Engineer—

At Jake Alexander Flower Shop

The New Color for the New Year

The New Color for the New Year

Beat Arkansas

We’re for you Owls!

Drink

JAX

BEST BEER IN TOWN

The Most Complete Laundry Service

PH. 7060

H. 1322
LUNCHEON or DINNER at the
WARWICK

The special treat you can always afford, because you'll enjoy the finest foods you ever tasted at the low cost of only—

LUNCHEON  DINNER
60c and 75c  75c to $1.50

WARWICK Dining Room
WARWICK HOTEL • MAIN at HERMANN

SPECIAL VALUES IN
AUTHENTIC FORMAL WEAR
FOR YOUNG MEN

Drapes Model Tuxedo $30
including the Vest

SINGLE OR DOUBLE BREASTED
JACKET WITH PLEATED TROUSERS
DRAPE MORE, TAIL COAT

And Plated Trousers

"YOU COULDN'T BUY MORE STYLE AT DOUBLE THIS PRICE!"

— and of course we have a complete stock of dress

Norton's
BARRINGER-NORTON CO.
2 & 4 Market

Mild and yet they Satisfy
—how do you do that?

Well, to start with, we take tobacco from our own Southland—mild ripe tobacco with lots of natural flavor but no harshness or bitterness.

THEN AS A SECOND STEP—
We blend this home-grown tobacco with spicy, aromatic Turkish tobaccos from across the seas. These Turkish tobaccos, you may know, have a flavor and fragrance entirely different from our own.

AS A THIRD STEP—
These tobaccos are cross-blended—welded together—the best way we've found to get a more pleasing flavor and a better taste in a cigarette.

THAT'S WHY CHESTERFIELDS ARE MILD AND YET THEY SATISFY